In this paper, a relation is introduced that simplifies the determination of the Muskhelishvili's potential function in plane contact problems. The relation is )]
Introduction
A routine procedure for solving analytically plane contact problems is the following: find pressure and shear distributions from the contact fundamental equations and substitute those into the Muskhelishvili's integral equation to obtain the contact potential function. The contact stress and displacement fields are achievable through the determined potential function [1] [2] [3] . Since the Muskhelishvili's integral equation is a complex singular integral equation, calculation of the potential function, in this way, is not so simple. Therefore, the closed-form potential function of a few contact problems has been obtained. For a contact problem with complicated geometry, there are other procedures to obtain the potential function. The most common procedure is that of achieving the Chebyshev expansion of the pressure and shear distributions and putting them into the integral equation to obtain the expanded potential function. However, this method does not give the closed-form potential function because the Chebyshev series are not bounded [4] . The convergence of the Legendre series is Legendre expansion of the traction distributions instead of the Chebyshev expansion [5] . The other procedure to obtain the potential function is employing the Bertrand-Poincare's lemma to reverse the order of integration of the pressure and shear distributions and the Muskhelishvili's integral in order to simplify the integration procedure [6, 7] .
Recently, a new method for finding the pressure distribution functions has been introduced. By arranging the flat punches along the contact profile and superposing the pressure distribution functions of the flat punches, for any contact profile, the pressure distribution function can be obtained in terms of a hyper-geometric function. The related potential function can be obtained through the superposing of the potential functions of flat punches along the contact profile [8, 9] . Additionally, Finite Elements Modelling (FEM) has been utilized to solve contact problems and obtaining the potential function [10] .
In this paper, it is proved that the potential function of an uncoupled contact problem can be obtained directly through the pressure and shear distributions by utilizing a simple relation such as
. This relation bypasses the Muskhelishvili's integral equation and simplifies the procedure of analytical solution of the contact problems. Since the relation is correct for all uncoupled contact problems such as complete, incomplete, multi-region and rough contacts, it is necessary to define a generalized contact problem before proving the relation. The generalized contact problem is defined in the "Theory" section of this paper. The relation is proved in the "Proof of the Relation" section of this paper. In the "Case Studies" section, several important contact problems are considered and for each of them, the potential function is obtained through the simple relation. The results were compared with the potential functions calculated by others. A complete agreement has been observed between them.
Theory
In this section, a generalized contact problem is considered. Although it might be repetitive, it is helpful to rewrite it in order to expose assumptions and equations essential for proving the simple relation.
Consider two elastic bodies 1 S and 2 S , which are in contact with each other. 
The positive direction of the pressure distribution function is the same as the positive y -axis [4] . It is assumed that, ) (x p and ) (x q satisfy the Hölder condition on the contact length and vanish at infinity [1] . The Muskhelishvili's potential function is defined as
The potential function ) (z Φ is a holomorphic complex function throughout the plane, except in the contact segments of the x -axis. Therefore, along the contact zones, Plemelj formulas can be written as
It is well known that in plane contact problems, the fundamental equations are coupled singular integral equations, which relate the relative surface vertical overlap function ) (x h and the horizontal overlap function ) (x g , to the contact pressure and shear distribution functions as follows: 
Equations (11) and (12) are the fundamental equations in the uncoupled contact problems.
Proof of the relation
For a generalized and uncoupled contact problem, another boundary condition is obtained through the fundamental contact equations. Multiplying eqn (11) by i and adding it to the eqn (12), yields
which is a Cauchy singular integral equation of the first kind. The solution (also known as inversion) of eqn (13) [ ]
This equation is a non-homogeneous Hilbert-Reimann linear problem and its solution is: (14) and (16) , eqn (17) holds true for all contact profiles: be it Hertzian, non-Hertzian, with or without singularities or even rough contacts. It is noteworthy that the imaginary part of the pressure or shear distribution functions should not be omitted since, although the imaginary parts have no meaning in the pressure and shear distributions, they are required for computing the potential function through the eqn (17). Additionally, if the traction distribution functions are defined in the normalized plane, the potential function obtained through eqn (17) is consequently in the normalized complex plane.
By comparing eqns (2) and (17), we can rewrite the Muskhelishvili's integral relation as:
Of course, this relation is correct for uncoupled-elastic contact problems.
Determining the potential function in closed form makes it possible to obtain the closed form relations for the displacement and stress components through the following equations:
Case studies
Although the simple relation, eqn (17), is proved in mathematics, it is important to find the conformity of the potential function obtained through the relation and those introduced in the literature. It is noteworthy that the closed form of the potential function has been achieved only for a few simple contact problems.
In this section, four important contact problems, which had analytical solutions, are considered such as 1-the classic Hertz contact problem, 2-contact of a flat punch with half plane, 3-contact problem of a symmetrical wedge with half plane and 4-contact of a punch generating uniform pressure. Figure 2 shows profile of the indenters and pressure distribution of each contact problem. For each mentioned contact problem, the potential function has been extracted from eqn (17) and compared with the existing results in the literature. Agreement between these two potential functions, confirm the accuracy of the simple relation.
The asterisk sign on the parameters shows that the related equation had been achieved before. Indenters profiles (left) and pressure distributions (right) of the considered contact problems.
Hertz contact problem
In 1882, Hertz introduced and solved contact problem of two cylinders. The pressure distribution of the famous Hertz contact problem is:
where a is half of contact length and s is the normalized axis along the contact surface. The potential function for this contact problem was calculated by integrating the Cauchy integral [4, 
The potential function achieved through the eqn (17) is exactly the same as the previously obtained potential function eqn (23). The obtained potential function is plotted as a two dimensional function in figure 3-1.
Contact of a flat punch with a half plane
As a second example, a flat punch in contact with a half plane with no shear force or friction is considered. Muskhelishvili [1] has extracted pressure distribution and potential function as follows:
It is obvious that substitution of the pressure distribution function eqn (26) into the eqn (17) yields the same potential function as eqn (27) . The obtained potential function is plotted as a two dimensional function in figure 3-2.
Contact of a symmetrical wedge with a half plane
Complete form of the pressure distribution of contact problem of a symmetrical wedge with a half plane can be obtained as: The latter form of the potential function is the same as the closed potential function obtained by Truman and Sackfield [11] for this contact problem. The obtained potential function is plotted as a two dimensional function in figure 3-3. 
Conclusion
Conformity of the potential function obtained through the simple relation with those obtained by complicated methods in the literature, shows the accuracy and simplicity of the relation. Therefore, in order to determine the potential function of an uncoupled contact problem, it is recommended to find the complete form of the pressure and shear distribution functions and utilize the simple relation
to achieve the potential function.
